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This combination of Amharic frazbook and two-way Amharic-English dictionaries is an essential reference for the Ethiopian country visitors. The Hippocrene Dictionary &amp; Phrasebook Series allows you to have a hike, not a tourist, by connecting with the local culture and those in their native language.
Amharic is the official language of Ethiopia, with approximately 30 million speakers. Amharic is the second widely spoken Semitic language in the world after Arabic. Unlike Arabik, however, Amharic writes left-to-right and uses a different script called ez'script Ge'script. This unique, two-part walkthrough
provides travelers in Ethiopia with the tools they need for daily interactions. The bilingual dictionary has a conscious vocabulary for daily use, and the phrase allows instant communication on a variety of topics. Ideal for businesspeople, travelers, students, and aid workers, This guide includes: 4,000
dictionary entries and Amharic phrases, translations and Phonetics translation english intuitive for essential English phrases on topics such as introduction, transportation, food outings, businesses, and grammar grammar and pronunciation emergencies for 45 years, Hippocrene Books specialized in



bringing the world to our readers. The Hippocrene Dictionary &amp; Phrasebook Series allows you to have a hike, not a tourist, by connecting with the local culture and those in their native language. Currently available in 86 languages, including Arabic, Bengali, Cantonese, Thai, Punjabi, Swahili, and
Oromo. Starting your review of English-Amharic Dictionary/እንግሊዝኛ-አማርኛ መዝገበ ቃሳት It was fantastic I learned a lot of the things in this book it helps me... thank you Not very well done in my opinion, but it's the only Amharic dictionary I have. I think they should indicate the pronunciation of the Amharic
words as well. But it seems to have at least labeled the gemine components... not sure. This review was hidden because it has sports. To see it, click here. No. This one review was hidden because it has people talking. To see it, click here. i feel these bring some reviews this was hidden because it has
sports. To see it, click here. Its good I made to use English amharic dictionaries I want to know some complex words in Amharic in good ways. Page 2 Dictionary can be something of a personal affair; people become very attached to their favorite. In the above context the Zenawi End Dictionary is
archetypal; this is a dictionary used and adored so much. The first edition was out of print since 1975. The second edition of 2007 Simon Wallenberg's account of this invalid book is bound to be welcome. Editors of Simon Wallenberg have included a brand new introduction to the Amharic language and a
history of Ethiopia's people. Cultural notes are added along with useful information about contemporary Ethiopia. A section on Rastafarian religion has been added. The new edition expanded with Page 660 of definition makes this dictionary more complete on the Amharic language. True to form, editor
Simon Wallenberg brought forward Endale Zenawi's work and lived up to the tradition of creating some of the most widely used dictionaries and vows with reference books in the world. Definitions continue to be organized around the meaning core that is, the one that represents the most literal modern
usage of ordinary Amharic utilization. The dictionary is ideal for those looking for a quick response while on a business trip as well for journalists and writers for whom it makes the perfect desktop companion. Portable, compact, and affordable, this Amharic dictionary is ideal for schools, the office, and
lower university dictionary levels have been reviewed and updated to cover all the latest vocabulary. The words are tools for life and the Wallenberg dictionaries make them work for you. Acclaimed by Academic Amharic, Wallenberg's Dictionary has led the way in bilingual bilingual dictionary for many
years. They have proven to be reliable dictionaries and have been complicated for a large number of languages. Language.
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